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Technology

LightStim LED Bed
said to promote total
body wellness

Light Years ahead
Light Emitting Diode (LED) are used in many things
from televisions to car headights. Less well known are
its health properties, and it is these that the LightStim
LED Bed draws on. It claims to offer a “soothing, natural
and non-invasive treatment that promotes total body
wellness and peak physiological function.” More
specifically, the LED Bed is said to be good for fixing
wrinkles, acne and building collagen. But there is a
medical angle here as well – indeed it’s technology
tested by NASA to heal wounds. LED light treatment is
said to use four different light wavelengths to boost the
body’s production of ATP (adenosine triphosphate),
that carries energy within cells to where it is needed.
It boosts nitric oxide, protects against cardiovascular
disease, improves post-exercise recovery, improves
circulation and releases endorphins. And despite
looking like a tanning bed, it protects the skin from UV
damage. The bed is available to buy and treatments
are available at selected spas and wellness retreats.
lightstim.com
$65,000

PLUM JOB
Let the latest technology enhance your enjoyment of a glass of wine,
and it makes those special bottles last longer
If you’re an oenophile,
It also reads and
cupboards and replace all
fond of imbibing a bottle
recognizes the bottle’s
the wine gadgets with
or two at home, the
label, storing the wine at
Plum. This delightful
chances are you have
the perfect temperature
piece of home
cupboards bursting with
and dispensing perfectly
entertainment hardware
gadgets, all claiming to
drinkable glasses for up
takes any standard size
make the wine taste
to 90 days.
wine bottle (forget the
better or last longer when magnums for now)
If all that isn’t enough,
you occasionally open a
it is beautifully designed,
regardless of closure
bottle and don’t finish it.
with a seven-inch screen
(cork, screwcap or
Few of those gadgets
that displays information
synthetic).
work and most just end
about the wine.
It pierces the foil and
up gathering dust. Now,
plum.wine
closure and pressurizes
you can clear out the
$1,500
the bottle with argon gas.

Quality leather goods
maker Mujjo is celebrating
its fifth birthday with a
collaboration with designer,
and co-founder of Shibui.ch,
Athanasios Babalis. The
result – a gorgeous wooden
case for the MacBook.
Handmade in American
walnut veneer, it is lined in
Mujjo’s signature leather
(padded with foam). This is a
case for your MacBook that’s
better designed than the
laptop. Compatible with all
12in and 13in MacBooks, it
is limited to just 50 pieces.
mujjo.com
$350
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